ATHLETICS ONTARIO CHAMPIONSHIPS
BID APPLICATION 2017
Appendix 2 – Facility Report T&F
Facility
Location
List names and dates of any previous AO meets held at this facility:

List names and dates of other major meets held at this facility:

Complete the following technical questionnaire, if the facility has not hosted an AO
championship in the last three years, or you wish to make AO aware of upgrades to the facility.
1. Track Surface
a. What year were the track and runway surfaces last installed?
b.

What is the Brand of the artificial surface?

c. What is the current condition of the track and runway surfaces?
d. Has any work has been done on the track or runways within the last year?
If yes, please describe.
e. Does the track have a raised curb (permanent or portable) on the corners?

2. Hurdles
3.
a. Are the hurdles adjustable for toppling force?
b. How many hurdles in good working order are available?
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4. Steeple Chase
a. Are the steeplechase barriers adjustable for height (76cm, 84cm, 91cm)?
b. What is their condition?
c. What is the condition of the water jump barrier and pit?
d. What is the depth of the water pit?
5. High Jump
a. What are the dimensions of the high jump run way? (in metres)
b. What are the make and dimensions of the high jump pits?
c. Is the landing pit at the facility or does one need to be brought in?

d. What was the last major meet in which the landing pit was used?
e. Is there a training group using the high jump facilities and equipment on a regular
basis? If yes, who is the coach?
f.

What is the condition of the standards?

g. How many crossbars are available for the championships?
6. Pole Vault
a. Is the pole vault runway reversible?
b. What are the make and dimensions of the pole vault pit?
c. Is the landing pit at the facility or does one need to be brought in?
d. What was the last major meet in which the landing pit was used?
e. Is the walk-back lane covered with artificial rubber surface?
f.

Is there a training group using the pole vault facilities and equipment on a regular
basis? If yes, who is the coach?

g. What is the condition of the standards?
h. How many crossbars will be available for the championships?
i.

Does the facility have bar raisers?

j.

Does the facility have a height gauge?
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7. Long and Triple Jump
a. Are there two reversible runways and pits available in the long and triple jump?
b. Is the walk-back lane covered with artificial rubber surface?
c. How many long jump and triple jump runways in total are there?
8. Throws
a. What is the height of the discus/hammer cage?
b. Is the cage made of steel fencing material or nylon netting?
c. Is the cage located inside or outside the stadium?
d. How long are the landing areas for shot put, discus, hammer and javelin?
e. Is the javelin runway artificial?
f.

Do the throwing circles and javelin runway meet IAAF tolerances? If not, please
explain.

g. Are the landing fields absolutely flat and level or are there undulations or slopes?
Please describe.
9. Accessibility
a. Are the track and field events accessible for para-athletes?

Name of Person completing the questionnaire:
Signature:
Date:
Reviewed by Manager of Technical Specifications
Comments:
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